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Techniques yielding simultaneous,multiple-point measurements of velocity
in reacting or nonreacting flowfields have the potential to significantly
impact basic and applied studies of fluid mechanics. This research program
is aimed at investigating several candidate schemes which could provide such
measurement capability. The concepts under study have in common the use of i
a laser source (to illuminate a column, a grid, a plane or a volume in the
flow) and the collection of light at right angles (from Mie scattering,
fluorescence, phosphorescence or chemiluminescence) using a multi-element
solid-state camera (lO0 x lO0 array of photodiodes).
The talk will include an overview and a status report of work in
, progress with particular emphasis on the method of Doppler-modulated J
absorption. This technique involves monitoring fluorescence from a plane i
in the flow which is illuminated with a sheet of light from a tunable, i
narrow-linewidth laser source. The laser wavelength is set to coincide
with an absorption transition of a seeded molecular species, usually
iodine, which is Doppler-shiftedaccording to the local velocity of the ,_
gas (relative to the direction of the laser beam). The resulting
velocity-induced variations in absorption appear directly as variations
in the fluorescence intensity, and hence quantitative, simultaneous
measurements of fluorescence intensity at a large number of flowfield ,
points can be used to infer the velocity at these points. Separate









' OF POOR QUALII"Y
OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION
• MOTIVATION (NEED FOR MULTIPLE-POINT MEASUREMENTS)









• RELATED RESULTS ON SPECIES/TEMPERATURE VISUALIZATION (AFOSR)
STREAK RECORDING
t
• SEEDED PARTICLES (DROPS) ARE ILLUMINATED BY CW LASER SHEET
• MIE SLATTERIN_ GIVES STREAKS ON FILM (RETICON)
• GRADED !NTENSI_Y BEAM (TRANSVERSE TO SHEET) GIVES POTENTIAL
FOR 3-D REC'IRUING, IF PARTICLES ARE SPHERICAL
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LASER MARKING. £C_CEPTS
_, o _. PULSED TUNABLE LAIE_ IS USED TO "MAR_'" A LINE OR A GRID
IN THE FLO',/FIELO
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• LASER-INDUCED PARTICU!ATE FORMATIUN ENABLES TRACKING BY
MI _ SCAT'ERING
o MULTIPLE EYPOSU_,E OF GRID PATTrp';S ARE RECORDED ON A SINGLE
, FRAME OF RETICC'_I CAI_Er.A (OP FILM)
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1_. DOPPLER-MODULATED ABSORPTION: SUPERSONIC METHOD
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Fh)w field of a subsonic round jet near nozzle exit. X/l) l 2 3 4+ Cta b _t- L_$er t
The important features are the potential core in which the +___i:'ao _.m, 547 n_+_,,
center velocity remains constant and the growing annular
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Characteristic radii of the subsonic round jet versus ' ;
axml p.sition. R,, =sthe nozzle radius, Rt is the radius of the _ :
halt-veh)c_ty p()lnt, and R. is the radius of the shear-laver edge. *
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